except superficially acquired taste lor Spanish antiques to go with the mis-
sionaries' houses. Nevertheless, the town-lot on the gridironj the modem
bathroom; the incorporation of the porch and the kitchenette with the
cosy breakfast-nook$ all these prize possessions of his own 'hack-home' are
now features of the 'mission style*. Such is progress. To have and to hold
all you can hold, while merely seeming to be. But California, if given to
drink, smothers the whole in eucalyptus and mimosa arms as she gently
kisses all with roses. Thus are buried the mistakes of the decorative pic-
turizing architect whose art and decoration have entirely taken the place
of architecture out there.
Here, then, at some length is the pictorial background against which
La Miniatura, the little studio-house, is to stand: the flourishing senti-
mental taste into which it was born.
All true building in this our land of the brave and home of the free, is a
soul-trying crusade. I assure you it is, just as Fra Junipero Serra's mission
that failed was that kind of crusade. But his building that thus succeeded
was not high adventure because he only brought it with him from 'back
home' because and solely—he had none other to bring.
Not so La Miniatura. This little building scientifically and afresh began
to search for what was missing in all tMs background. And what was
missing? Nothing less than a distinctly genuine expression of California in
terms of modern industry and American life—that was all.
Few out there seem to miss anything of the sort. But La Miniature de-
sired to justly call itself architecture and be able to look itself in the face.
Mrs. George Madison Millard from those same Mid-Western prairies near
Chicago was the heroine of its story: Mrs. Alice Millard, slender, energetic
—fighting for the best of everything for everyone. Be it said she knew it,
too, when he saw it. Got it if she could.
The Millards had lived in a little wooden dwelling I had built for them
fifteen years ago at Highland Park near Chicago. I was proud now to have
a client survive the first house and ask me to build a second. Out of one
hundred and seventy-two buildings this made only the eleventh time it
had happened to me.
So, gratefully, I determined she should have the best I had in my port-
folio. That meant, to begin with, something that belonged to the ground
on which it stood. Her house should be a sensible matter entirely—an in-
terpretation of her needs in book-collecting for book-collectors. Alice
Millard, artistic herself, with her frank blue-eyed smile beneath her un-
ruly hair, didn't fully know that she was to be lightly but inexorably
grasped by the architectural fates and used for high exemplar. She pro-
bably suspected it though. Now I don't yet know why houses have so much
grief concealed in them if they try to be anything at all and try to live as
themselves. But they do. Like people in this I suppose. Gradually I un-
folded to her the scheme of the textile block-slab house gradually forming
in my mind since I got home from Japan. She wasn't frightened by the
idea. Not at all.
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